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SUMMARY

Transcriptional regulation occurs via changes to
rates of different biochemical steps of transcription,
but it remains unclear which rates are subject to
change upon biological perturbation. Biochemical
studies have suggested that stimuli predominantly
affect the rates of RNA polymerase II (Pol II) recruit-
ment and polymerase release from promoter-
proximal pausing. Single-cell studies revealed that
transcription occurs in discontinuous bursts, sug-
gesting that features of such bursts like frequency
and intensity could also be regulated. We combined
Pol II chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing
(ChIP-seq) and single-cell transcriptional measure-
ments to show that an independently regulated
burst initiation step is required before polymerase
recruitment can occur. Using a number of global
and targeted transcriptional regulatory perturba-
tions, we showed that biological perturbations
regulated both burst initiation and polymerase
pause release rates but seemed not to regulate po-
lymerase recruitment rate. Our results suggest that
transcriptional regulation primarily acts by changing
the rates of burst initiation and polymerase pause
release.

INTRODUCTION

Transcription of RNA is a highly regulated process, and many

cellular responses manifest as changes in the overall rate of

transcription, meaning the number of RNAs produced per unit

time. Transcriptional regulation involves several distinct steps,

and it remains unclear which of these steps are targets of regu-

lation. Studies using chiefly population-averaging biochemical

assays have suggested that transcriptional regulation primarily

affects two such steps: RNA polymerase II (Pol II) recruitment
Mol
to a gene’s promoter and the release of Pol II from promoter-

proximal pausing (Levine et al., 2014; Jonkers and Lis, 2015;

Hager et al., 2009; Juven-Gershon et al., 2008; Goodrich and

Tjian, 2010; Core et al., 2008; Core and Lis, 2008; Guenther

et al., 2007; Muse et al., 2007; Henriques et al., 2013). Both

polymerase recruitment and polymerase pause release are

required to produce RNA, and studies have extensively charac-

terized the proteins involved in both processes. Single-cell

studies have, however, complicated this view of transcriptional

regulation by revealing that genes fluctuate between transcrip-

tionally active and inactive states in a phenomenon known as

transcriptional bursting and that the rates of these transitions

(burst initiation and burst termination) may also be subject to

regulation (Raj et al., 2006; Zenklusen et al., 2008; Suter

et al., 2011; Chubb et al., 2006; Bahar Halpern et al., 2015;

Lionnet et al., 2011; Coleman et al., 2015; Golding et al.,

2005; Dar et al., 2012; Senecal et al., 2014; Kalo et al., 2015;

Bartman et al., 2016). Transitions between the transcriptionally

active and inactive states are typically slower than the time

required for polymerase recruitment and polymerase pause

release (hours versus tens of minutes; Henriques et al., 2013;

Cisse et al., 2013; Cho et al., 2016; Coulon et al., 2013; Jonkers

et al., 2014; Tantale et al., 2016). Thus, changes to the rates of

burst initiation and burst termination could regulate transcrip-

tional activity by forming an independent, slower layer of tran-

scriptional regulation compared to polymerase recruitment

and pause release. It remains unclear whether the initiation of

a burst permits polymerase recruitment to occur or whether it

permits release from the paused state (Shao and Zeitlin-

ger, 2017).

It has been difficult to distinguish between these possibilities in

part because single-cell and population-averaging biochemical

measures of transcription give different types of information.

Nascent transcript RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization

(FISH) uses probes specific to introns of a gene of interest to

measure transcription of that gene in single cells, thus

measuring average changes in burst frequency and amplitude

(Femino et al., 1998; Raj et al., 2006; Fremeau et al., 1986). In

contrast, biochemical methods like Pol II chromatin immunopre-

cipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) measures average changes in
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polymerase occupancy and pause release (Churchman and

Weissman, 2011; Core et al., 2008; Kwak et al., 2013; Winter

et al., 2017; Rahl et al., 2010; Henriques et al., 2013). We hy-

pothesized that combining these methods to simultaneously

measure changes in bursting properties as well as polymerase

occupancy and pause release should allow us to clarify whether

either polymerase recruitment only occurs during bursts or

polymerase pause release only occurs during bursts and,

furthermore, which of those rates are the targets of biological

regulation.

We first constructed several possible models of transcription

that incorporated steps associated with bursting (burst initiation

and termination) together with polymerase recruitment and

pause release steps. Comparing frameworks in which burst initi-

ation permits polymerase to bind (‘‘polymerase recruitment only

occurs during bursts’’) or in which burst initiation permits release

of bound polymerases (‘‘polymerase pause release only occurs

during bursts’’), each made distinct predictions for how nascent

transcript RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-seq measurements should

change in response to transcriptional perturbations. Measuring

the effects of a number of global and gene-specific perturbations

via nascent transcript RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-seq revealed

that polymerase recruitment can only occur after a burst is initi-

ated, excluding the possibility that burst initiation permits pause

release of pre-bound polymerase. We then used the polymerase

recruitment only occurs during bursts model of transcription to

show that alteration of burst initiation and polymerase pause

release rates accounted for the majority of changes in the overall

rate of transcription. In contrast to what was previously expected

(Juven-Gershon et al., 2008; Goodrich and Tjian, 2010), most

perturbations that we examined seemed not to greatly change

the rate of polymerase recruitment. Our study supports a model

of transcription in which polymerase recruitment only occurs

during bursts and implicates transcriptional burst initiation and

polymerase pause release as critical control points in transcrip-

tional regulation.
Figure 1. Combining RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-Seq Reveals that Polym

(A) Structure of the ‘‘polymerase recruitment only occurs during bursts’’ model a

(B) Model predictions for how changing individual transcriptional rates should ch

(C) Schematics of nascent transcript RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-seq.

(D) Top: representative images from nascent transcript RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-

differentiated for 24 hr with 100 nM estradiol to stabilize the GATA1-ER fusion pro

Bottom: data summarizing nascent transcript RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-seq after

had been differentiated for 24 hr with 100 nM estradiol to stabilize the GATA1-ER

nascent transcript RNA FISH (49–172 cells per gene per treatment per replicat

Transcription sites per cell were measured by counting mean transcription sites, t

those sites calculated by 2DGaussian fitting, and Pol II traveling ratio was calculat

by the Pol II density 750 bp upstream to 750 bp downstream of the transcription

‘‘selected genes’’ represent data for 5 genes corresponding to RNA FISH experim

1,416 genes still transcribed after drug treatment.

(E) Nascent transcript RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-seq after 0 or 300 nM triptolide wa

100 nM estradiol. n = 3 biological replicates of nascent transcript RNA FISH (81–2

biological replicates of Pol II ChIP-seq. ChIP-seq data for selected genes repr

Slc25a37, Slc4a1, and Tal1), and all genes represents 1,416 genes still transcrib

(F) Nascent transcript RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-qPCR after overexpression of loo

been differentiated for 9 hr with 100 nM estradiol. n = 3 biological replicates of nas

replicates of Pol II ChIP-qPCR. For this figure subsection, traveling ratio was calcu

input-normalized ChIP-qPCR signal from the transcription start site region.

See also Figures S1, S2, S3, and S6.
RESULTS

Identifying the Regulated Steps of Transcription
Requires Selection of a Model of Transcription
To ultimately identify which steps of transcription are regulated

by complex biological perturbations, we first clarified how tran-

scriptional bursting regulation fits together with polymerase

recruitment and pause release regulation. We built quantitative

models of transcription, each with a different configuration of

the processes of burst initiation, polymerase recruitment, and

pause release (Figure 1A). For each model, we used simulations

to predict the experimental outcome for changing the rates of

each transcriptional step. We hypothesized that changing

different rates would lead to distinct experimental changes, ulti-

mately allowing us to determine which rates changed in complex

biological perturbations. A key feature of our models was that

transcription occurred in a burst-like pattern (given that all genes

we have examined show this behavior; Figure S1A). In one

model, the ‘‘on’’ period of the transcriptional burst dictates

when polymerase can be recruited (polymerase recruitment

only occurs during bursts; Figures 1A and 1B). In the other

model, polymerase recruitment could happen any time, irre-

spective of whether the gene is active or not, and instead it is

pause release that only occurs during on periods (polymerase

pause release only occurs during bursts; Figures 1A and 1B).

To determine the experimental predictions of these two

models of transcriptional regulation,weusedGillespie stochastic

simulations of themodel framework, including steps of burst initi-

ation, polymerase recruitment, polymerase pause release, and

burst termination (Gillespie, 1976). Importantly, in each model,

only one polymerase is permitted to bind each promoter-prox-

imal region at a time, and this bound polymerase has to undergo

pause release before a second polymerase can be recruited to a

gene copy (Shao and Zeitlinger, 2017; Gressel et al., 2017). We

then used the molecular events occurring over time in each set

of simulations to predict the resulting Pol II ChIP-seq andnascent
erase Recruitment Only Occurs during Bursts

nd the ‘‘polymerase pause release only occurs during bursts’’ model.

ange nascent transcript RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-seq measurements.

seq after 60 min 100 nM flavopiridol treatment of G1E-ER4 cells that had been

tein expressed by the cells. RNA FISH channel contrast is equal in both images.

0, 10, 100, or 1,000 nM flavopiridol treatment for 60 min of G1E-ER4 cells that

fusion protein expressed by the cells are shown. n = 3 biological replicates of

e; error bars display SEM) and n = 3 biological replicates of Pol II ChIP-seq.

ranscription site intensity was calculated as the mean fluorescence intensity of

ed as the Pol II density from the gene end to 1,500 bp past the gene end divided

start site (effects robust to choice of 30 region; Figure S1F). ChIP-seq data for

ents (Hbb-b1, Prdx2, Slc25a37, Slc4a1, and Tal1), and ‘‘all genes’’ represents

s applied for 60min to G1E-ER4 cells that had been differentiated for 24 hr with

02 cells per gene per treatment per replicate; error bars display SEM) and n = 3

esent data for 5 genes corresponding to FISH experiments (Hbb-b1, Prdx2,

ed after drug treatment.

ping factor or GFP-expressing empty vector control in G1E-ER4 cells that had

cent transcript RNA FISH (124–249 cells per treatment per replicate) and n = 3

lated as input-normalized ChIP-qPCR signal from the 30 gene region divided by
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transcript RNA FISH outcomes as follows. Themean polymerase

recruitment along all gene copieswas averaged to create a simu-

lated Pol II ChIP-seq profile. We used this predicted Pol II ChIP-

seq profile to calculate the Pol II traveling ratio (the ratio between

gene body and promoter-proximal polymerase), which has been

used tomeasure changes in pause release rate (althoughwenote

that experimentally, promoter-proximal Pol II includes both

paused and early-transcribing polymerase; Churchman and

Weissman, 2011; Core et al., 2008; Kwak et al., 2013; Winter

et al., 2017; Rahl et al., 2010; Henriques et al., 2013). Next, we

used the number of polymerases that underwent pause release

and were actively transcribing nascent RNA to predict measure-

ments from nascent transcript RNA FISH, a method that mea-

sures recent transcription in single cells using fluorescent probes

specific to introns (Figures 1C and S1B). Nascent transcript RNA

FISH probes bind to nascent RNA to create a fluorescent spot

near a gene’s location in the nucleus (a ‘‘transcription site’’) if a

gene has transcribed recently (Figure 1C). We predicted the

average number of active transcription sites per cell (the propor-

tion of gene copies active at a time) and the mean transcription

site fluorescence intensity (the average number of RNAs recently

transcribed by a single gene copy). By changing the value of each

rate parameter one at a time in the simulations (Figure S3E), we

predicted how changing specific rates of transcriptional steps

would changebothPol II ChIP-seq (population) andnascent tran-

script RNA FISH (single-cell) measurements of transcription.

In this way, we predicted the effects of changing specific rates

on the fold change in experimental measurements for both

models of transcriptional regulation (Figures 1B, S2A, and S6;

see Figure S3 for other models examined). For each model,

changes to the rates of burst initiation, polymerase recruitment,

or pause release each resulted in a distinct signature of experi-

mental outcomes. Moreover, these signatures revealed a critical

distinction between the two models: altering the burst initiation

rate would change the Pol II traveling ratio in the polymerase

pause release only occurs during bursts’’ model but not in the

‘‘polymerase recruitment only occurs during bursts model.

Combining Nascent Transcript RNA FISH and Pol II
ChIP-Seq Reveals that Polymerase Recruitment Only
Occurs during Bursts
Although our simulations predicted that altering burst initiation

rate would discriminate between the models via differences in

Pol II traveling ratio, it also made predictions for the result of

perturbing the rates of polymerase pause release and polymer-

ase recruitment, which we wanted to verify first (Figure 1B). To

decrease the rate of polymerase pause release, we used flavo-

piridol to inhibit the p-TEFb kinase complex (Jonkers et al.,

2014; Henriques et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2012). Both the poly-

merase recruitment only occurs during bursts and polymerase

pause release only occurs during bursts models predicted that

all transcriptional measures should decrease: transcription sites

per cell and transcription site intensity measured by nascent

transcript RNA FISH and Pol II traveling ratio measured by

Pol II ChIP-seq (Figures 1A and 1B). Intuitively, if pause release

occurred less frequently, a gene would be associated with

nascent RNA for a lower fraction of the time (less transcription

sites per cell), each transcription site would contain fewer RNA
522 Molecular Cell 73, 519–532, February 7, 2019
molecules (lower transcription site intensity), and Pol II would

be released into the gene body less frequently (lower Pol II trav-

eling ratio). As predicted by both models, all three measures

decreased (Figures 1D and S6E). Pol II traveling ratio was calcu-

lated using genes that maintained detectable Pol II occupancy

after drug treatment (gene properties shown in Figure S1C)

and was robust to choice of 30 Pol II binding region (Figure S1F).

(Importantly, we used intermediate drug doses and measured

transcription after 60 min, thus measuring a new steady state

of transcription with a reduced pause release rate in contrast

to some previous studies [Jonkers et al., 2014].)

Our data were also not consistent with the commonly used

telegraph model of transcription (Figures 1D and S3A). The tele-

graphmodel does not include an independently regulated pause

release step and so cannot distinguish the effects of changing

polymerase pause release versus polymerase recruitment rates

(Raj et al., 2006; Suter et al., 2011; Peccoud and Ycart, 1995;

Larson et al., 2013).

We next reduced the polymerase recruitment rate with tripto-

lide, which inhibits the helicase activity of TFIIH (Jonkers et al.,

2014; Henriques et al., 2013; Titov et al., 2011; Vispé et al.,

2009; Bensaude, 2011). Both the polymerase recruitment only

occurs during bursts and the polymerase pause release only oc-

curs during bursts models predicted that reducing polymerase

recruitment rate would reduce transcription sites per cell and

transcription site intensity but, unlike reducing the pause release

rate, would leave Pol II traveling ratio unchanged. (The reason

that transcription sites per cell should decrease is because,

even when the gene is active, the percentage of that time during

which there is a nascent transcript from an active polymerase

would be less as the polymerase recruitment rate decreased.)

As predicted, 60-min triptolide treatment decreased both the

transcription sites per cell and the transcription site intensity in

G1E-ER4 cells while leaving the Pol II traveling ratio unchanged

(Figures 1E, S1D, and S6F). Importantly, we used a low dose of

drug and a later time point than some previous studies, in order

to measure the new transcriptional steady state, and indeed we

saw no Pol II enrichment at the 30 end of genes (Figure S6F;

Jonkers et al., 2014). These results matched the predictions of

the two models and confirmed that we could experimentally

distinguish changes in polymerase recruitment rate from

changes in polymerase pause release rate (Figures 1D and 1E).

Then, to distinguish between the polymerase recruitment only

occurs during bursts or the polymerase pause release only oc-

curs during bursts models (Figure 1B), we sought to change

the burst initiation rate. Both models predicted that changing

burst initiation should change transcription sites per cell and

should not change transcription site intensity, but they disagreed

on the effect on Pol II traveling ratio. The polymerase recruitment

only occurs during bursts model predicted no change in Pol II

traveling ratio, and the polymerase pause release only occurs

during bursts model predicted that increasing burst initiation

should also increase the Pol II traveling ratio (Figure 1B). Themo-

lecular underpinnings of burst initiation are unclear, and there is

no known pharmacological inhibitor of this transcriptional step.

However, we previously showed that increasing enhancer-

promoter contact for the Hbb-b1 gene using a synthetic looping

factor increased transcription sites per cell without changing
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Figure 2. Erythroid Differentiation Changes Both Burst Initiation and Polymerase Pause Release Rates

(A) Nascent transcript RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-seq after 4 hr of differentiation with 100 nM estradiol of G1E-ER4 cells for Hbb-b1 and Prdx2 genes. n = 3

biological replicates of nascent transcript RNA FISH (274–534 cells per gene per treatment per replicate); n = 2 biological replicates of Pol II ChIP-seq.

(B) Nascent transcript RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-seq after 13 hr of erythroid differentiation with 100 nM estradiol of G1E-ER4 cells for Hbb-b1 and Prdx2 genes;

n = 3 biological replicates of nascent transcript RNA FISH (84–665 cells per gene per treatment per replicate) and n = 3 replicates of Pol II ChIP-seq.
transcription site intensity (Bartman et al., 2016). Both models

predicted that such a result could only occur if forced

enhancer-promoter looping changed the burst initiation rate.

Therefore, we expressed the looping factor to see whether the

Pol II traveling ratio changed or remained constant. We found

that increasing promoter-enhancer contact did not alter the

Pol II traveling ratio for Hbb-b1, suggesting that burst initiation

was required for polymerase recruitment rather than pause

release (the polymerase recruitment only occurs during bursts

model; Figure 1B) for this gene. A caveat of the looping factor

experiment was that we could only modulate burst initiation for

one gene, but in Figure 2A, we will show that erythroid differen-

tiation changed burst initiation rate for the housekeeping gene

Prdx2 in addition to Hbb-b1, arguing for the generality of this

model. In sum, the polymerase recruitment only occurs during
bursts model was most consistent with our data from the pertur-

bation of three steps of transcription, providing a set of predic-

tions we will subsequently use to identify transcriptional steps

changed by complex perturbations. We concluded that burst

initiation must take place before polymerase recruitment,

because the effect of increasing burst initiation with the looping

factor is not consistent with a model where polymerase recruit-

ment can take place before burst initiation (comparing Figure 1F

to the right-hand model in Figure 1B).

We also evaluated several other possiblemodel structures, but

none were more consistent with our experimental data than the

polymerase recruitment only occurs duringburstsmodel (Figures

S3B–S3D). A model in which only polymerase recruitment and

pause release rates could be regulated (Figure S3B) was incon-

sistent with the experimental data in Figure 1F because it did
Molecular Cell 73, 519–532, February 7, 2019 523
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not allow transcription sites per cell to change independently of

changes in transcription site intensity and Pol II traveling ratio.

Modifying the polymerase recruitment only occurs during bursts

model to allowpolymerases todrop off from thepause site before

undergoing elongation (Figure S3D; Henriques et al., 2013;

Wagschal et al., 2012) did not change any model predictions. In

line with some live imaging studies (Suter et al., 2011; Larson

et al., 2013), in another model variant, we included a refractory

period of transcriptional silence occurred after each burst (Fig-

ure S3C). This model predicted that modulating the rate of

escape from the refractory period would change transcription

sites per cell but would not change transcription site intensity or

Pol II traveling ratio, similar to the experimental result in Figure 1F.

Thus, our data cannot distinguish a potential refractory period

escape rate from regular burst initiation. It is thus important to

note that our conclusions about burst initiation may equally well

refer to escape from the refractory period.

Erythroid Differentiation Changes Both Burst Initiation
and Polymerase Pause Release Rates
Having established the polymerase recruitment only occurs dur-

ing bursts model, we next sought to apply this model to identify

which steps of transcription are regulated in more complex bio-

logical perturbations. First, we differentiated G1E-ER4 erythroid

cells (Weiss et al., 1997) and performed both nascent transcript

RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-seq at several time points during dif-

ferentiation. We expected that a complex biological process

like erythroid differentiation would be associated with changes

to multiple steps of transcription, so first we looked for genes

where we could conclusively identify changes to the rates of in-

dividual steps of transcription.

Early in differentiation (4 hr), both the Hbb-b1 gene, encoding

an erythroid-specific subunit of hemoglobin, and the Prdx2

gene, encoding a broadly expressed antioxidant enzyme, had

increased transcription sites per cell although their transcription

site intensities and Pol II traveling ratios were unchanged (Fig-

ure 2A). According to the polymerase recruitment only occurs

during bursts model, only a change in burst initiation could

change transcription sites per cell without altering transcription

site intensity or Pol II traveling ratio. Thus, we concluded that

early erythroid differentiation specifically changes burst initiation

for these genes. (Moreover, these data provided further evidence

against the polymerase pause release only occurs during bursts

model, in which transcription sites per cell cannot be changed

without also changing either Pol II traveling ratio or transcription

site intensity [Figure 1B].)

After 13 hr of differentiation, Hbb-b1 and Prdx2 had increased

transcription sites per cell, transcription site intensity, and Pol II

traveling ratio, making it impossible to isolate one specific rate as
Figure 3. Combining Modeling and Experimentation Suggests that Ery

ment Rate

(A) Predictions of the polymerase recruitment only occur during bursts model for h

site intensity and Pol II traveling ratio. Indicated rates were changed up and dow

(B) Fold change in transcription site intensity and Pol II traveling ratio for 7 gene

biological replicates each of nascent transcript RNA FISH (84–665 cells per gene

Error bars display SEM.

See also Figures S3 and S4.
having changed (Figure 2B). In our model, only a change in poly-

merase pause release rate could change Pol II traveling ratio, so

at least polymerase pause release rate changed for these genes.

However, changing either polymerase recruitment rate or burst

initiation (in addition to pause release rate) could lead to the

increases in all three experimental measures, making further

discrimination impossible.

CombinedModeling and Experimentation Suggests that
Erythroid Differentiation Does Not Greatly Change
Polymerase Recruitment Rate
Although thequalitativepredictions of thepolymerase recruitment

only occurs during bursts model were ambiguous formany genes

upon erythroid differentiation, the model also predicted how rate

changes could affect the quantitative relationship between

changes in nascent transcript RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-seq.

These quantitative relationships had characteristic signatures for

simultaneous changes to particular combinations of rates; thus,

by measuring the quantitative relationships across many genes,

we could statistically identify which combination of rates was

most likely changing among all the genes in the group.

Consider the relationship between transcription site intensity

and Pol II traveling ratio changes (Figure 3A). Each point repre-

sents changes in thesemeasurements predicted from increasing

or decreasing the indicated rates over a 1,000-fold range of

values. Changes to polymerase pause release rate led to corre-

lated changes in both Pol II traveling ratio and transcription site

intensity. In contrast, a change in polymerase recruitment rate

would change transcription site intensity, but not change Pol II

traveling ratio, resulting in a vertical line relationship. (Changing

burst termination rate led to a similar outcome [Figure S4A].)

Finally, changing the rate of burst initiation rate resulted in mini-

mal changes to transcription site intensity or Pol II traveling ratio.

Similarly, the model predicted that changes in different combi-

nations of rates would result in distinct quantitative relationships

between transcription site intensity and Pol II traveling ratio

changes. Specifically, changing both burst initiation and pause

release rates would lead to correlated changes in these two

measurements across many parameter sets, with each param-

eter set representing a different ‘‘gene’’ (Figure 3A, top right;

R2 = 0.95). The relationship is approximately log(fold change

transcription site intensity) = 0.55 3 log(fold change traveling

ratio), although the slope of relationship depends somewhat on

model parameters (Figure S4C). This is because changing burst

initiation rate does not affect these measures much, leaving the

changes in polymerase pause release rates to dominate, pro-

ducing the strong correlation. However, if polymerase recruit-

ment rate was changed in addition to pause release rates, the

model predicted that, across many parameter sets (i.e., genes),
throid Differentiation Does Not Greatly Change Polymerase Recruit-

ow changing one or multiple rates of transcription should change transcription

n from intermediates over a 1,000-fold range.

s after 13 hr of differentiation with 100 nM estradiol of G1E-ER4 cells; n = 3

per treatment per replicate) and n = 3 biological replicates of Pol II ChIP-seq.

Molecular Cell 73, 519–532, February 7, 2019 525
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Figure 4. BET Inhibitor Treatment Changes Both Burst Initiation and Polymerase Pause Release Rates

(A) Representative and summary nascent transcript RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-seq after 60 min of 250 nM JQ1 BET inhibitor treatment of G1E-ER4 cells

differentiated for 24 hr with 100 nM estradiol for the Hbb-b1 gene; n = 3 biological replicates of nascent transcript RNA FISH (72–306 cells per replicate per

experiment) and n = 3 replicates of Pol II ChIP-seq. Contrast for RNA FISH channel was set equally.

(legend continued on next page)
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the changes in traveling ratio and transcription site intensity

should NOT be strongly correlated (R2 = 0.39; Figure 3A, bottom

right), because changes to each of these rates push these

measurements in different directions. (Similar results arose for

changes to termination rate [Figure S4B].)

Thus, to test this model, we could measure the effects of 13 hr

of erythroid differentiation on several genes (each presumably

corresponding to changing different rates to different degrees)

and measure the quantitative relationship between changes to

Pol II traveling ratio and transcription site intensity (Figure 3B).

We found that the changes in transcription site intensity and

Pol II traveling ratio were strongly correlated (R2 = 0.88): for

example, bothPrdx2 andHbb-b1genes had increased transcrip-

tion site intensity and Pol II traveling ratio, and bothMyc (encod-

ing a broadly expressed transcription factor controlling prolifera-

tion) andGata2 (encoding ahematopoietic stemcell transcription

factor) genes had decreased transcription site intensity and Pol II

traveling ratio. Moreover, this quantitative relationship fell near

the log y = 0.553 log3 relationship predicted if only burst initia-

tion and pause releasewere changed, with a slope of 0.62. Taken

together, experimental data for these genes suggested that

polymerase recruitment ratewas not greatly changed in erythroid

differentiation. (We can similarly exclude a large change in burst

termination rate, bycomparing toFigureS4B.) Thus,weconclude

that burst initiation and polymerase pause release are the main

rates changed by erythroid differentiation.

We checked whether promoter accessibility correlated with

changes to different rates by looking for associated changes in

promoter DNase sensitivity (Figure S4D). We found no strong

correlations. Further studies will be required to examine why

different genes react differently in response to erythroid

differentiation.

BET Inhibition Changes Both Burst Initiation and
Polymerase Pause Release Rates
To test the generality of our conclusions, we examined several

more complex biological perturbations to see whether they too

chiefly affected burst initiation and polymerase pause release

rates, starting with treatment with a bromodomain and extrater-

minal motif (BET) inhibitor. BET inhibitor treatment blocks the

transcriptional activator proteins BRD2, BRD3, and BRD4 from

binding to chromatin and may inhibit multiple facets of gene

regulation, including polymerase pause release and enhancer

activity (Shi and Vakoc, 2014; Belkina and Denis, 2012; Stone-

strom et al., 2016). We first looked for genes where we could

pinpoint changes to precisely one transcriptional rate. Acute

BET inhibitor treatment reduced mean transcription sites per

cell for the Hbb-b1 gene without changing transcription site in-

tensity or Pol II traveling ratio, showing that burst initiation alone

was specifically reduced for this gene (Figure 4A). In contrast, for

the genes Tal1, Slc25a37, and Slc4a1 (which encode an

erythroid transcription factor and two solute channels highly ex-
(B) Nascent transcript RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-seq after 60 min of 250 nM JQ1

estradiol for Slc25a37, Tal1, and Slc4a1 genes; n = 3 biological replicates of nasc

biological replicates of Pol II ChIP-seq. Top: representative data are shown. Con

See also Figure S5.
pressed in erythroid cells), all threeRNA FISH andPol II ChIP-seq

measures were reduced (Figure 4B).

Combining Modeling and Experimentation Suggests
that BET Inhibition Does Not Greatly Change
Polymerase Recruitment Rate
The changes to all three measures necessitate the use of the

same statistical approach used for erythroid differentiation of

correlating changes in transcription site intensity and Pol II trav-

eling ratio across multiple (12) genes. As before, the polymerase

recruitment only occurs during bursts model predicted that

simultaneous changes to the rates of burst initiation and pause

release would result in highly correlated changes to Pol II trav-

eling ratio and transcription site intensity, although if polymerase

recruitment rate were also changed to varying degrees in some

genes, this correlation would weaken considerably (R2 = 0.39;

Figure 3A, lower right). Examining 12 genes, including both

important erythroid genes as well as housekeeping genes, such

as Pabpc1 and Hnrnpl, we found that BET inhibition produced

a strongly correlated relationship between changes in Pol II trav-

eling ratio and transcription site intensity (R2 = 0.77), falling near

the log(transcription site intensity) = 0.55 3 log(traveling ratio)

line (Figure 5A) with a slope of 0.41. We thus concluded that

BET inhibitor treatment likely affected primarily the rates of burst

initiation and pause release, but not polymerase recruitment rate.

Because BET proteins bind to acetylated histones, we

wondered whether we could predict which genes had changes

in different rates by looking at histone 3 lysine 27 acetyl levels

at gene promoters. We found that promoter H3K27ac weakly

correlated to change in transcription sites per cell in response

to BET inhibition (Figure S5B), but not to changes in other tran-

scriptional measurements. It is unclear what to make of this

weak association.

Some previous studies suggested that BET inhibition might

alter transcriptional elongation rate (Kanno et al., 2014), which

we assumed to be constant in our models. To test this assump-

tion, we blocked transcriptional pause release using 5,6-

dichloro-1-beta-D-ribofuranosylbenzimidazole (DRB) and then

allowed transcriptional elongation to resume in the presence or

absence of BET inhibitor. By measuring the time it took to tran-

scribe from an early to a late region of the nascent RNA using

RNA FISH (Figure S5A), we found (for the Zfpm1 gene) that

BET inhibitor did not greatly affect the elongation rate. Our

estimate for the elongation rate, 2.0 kb per minute, was similar

to that of previous studies, (2–5 kb per minute; Danko et al.,

2013; Jonkers et al., 2014; Singh and Padgett, 2009).

Slc25a37 Enhancer Mutation Does Not Greatly Change
Polymerase Recruitment Rate
We also used the polymerase recruitment only occurs during

bursts model to examine what rates were changed by enhancer

mutagenesis of the lineage-specific Slc25a37 (mitoferrin-1)
BET inhibitor treatment of G1E-ER4 cells differentiated for 24 hr with 100 nM

ent transcript RNA FISH (94–195 cells per replicate per experiment) and n = 3

trast for RNA FISH channel was set to equally.
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Figure 5. Combining Modeling and Experimentation Suggests that

BET Inhibitor Treatment Does Not Greatly Change Polymerase

Recruitment Rate

Fold change in transcription site intensity and Pol II traveling ratio for 12 genes

after 60 min of 250 nM JQ1 BET inhibitor treatment of G1E-ER4 cells differ-

entiated for 24 hr with 100 nM estradiol; n = 3 biological replicates of nascent

transcript RNA FISH (72–306 cells per gene per replicate per experiment) and

n = 3 biological replicates of Pol II ChIP-seq. Error bars display SEM.

See also Figure S5.
enhancer. The Xu group (Huang et al., 2016) previously created a

series of G1E-ER4 cell lines with partial and full deletions of the

large Slc25a37 enhancer region, which reduced the RNA output

of the target gene (encoding an erythroid-specific mitochondrial

iron transporter) to varying degrees (Figures S5C and S5D).

Applying the same methodology as above, we found the

enhancer-deletion cells had correlated reductions of Pol II trav-

eling ratio and transcription site intensity (R2 = 0.89) falling near

the log(transcription site intensity) = 0.55 3 log(traveling ratio)

line, with a slope of 0.70 (Figure S5E). (Our modeling suggests

that these enhancer mutations likely also reduce burst initiation

rate, due to the strong reduction produced in Pol II promoter oc-

cupancy.) Thus, mutation of the Slc25a37 enhancer reduced po-

lymerase pause release rate but appeared not to greatly change

polymerase recruitment rate. Taken together, our results from

both complex and targeted genetic perturbations suggest that

burst initiation and pause release are the twomain control points

of transcriptional regulation; indeed, only the targeted inhibitor

triptolide seemed to strongly alter polymerase recruitment rate.

DISCUSSION

We sought to build a comprehensive framework of the steps

of transcription, including transcriptional bursting, polymerase

recruitment, and polymerase pause release, and then determine

which of these steps are biologically regulated by combining sin-
528 Molecular Cell 73, 519–532, February 7, 2019
gle-cell and bulk biochemical measures of transcription. This

approach revealed that polymerase recruitment can only occur

after a burst is initiated and rejected the possibility (Shao and

Zeitlinger, 2017) that polymerase can reside in the promoter-

proximal paused state after a burst ends and then can be

released when a burst begins (Figure 6). We then applied a num-

ber of biological perturbations and found that burst initiation and

polymerase pause release were the main transcriptional steps

whose rates were altered by stimuli. Such experiments should

be also performed with other genes and in other systems to

confirm the generality of these conclusions.

Notably, both Pol II ChIP-seq, which averages polymerase oc-

cupancy for a population of cells, and nascent transcript RNA

FISH, which measures transcription in single cells, were required

to uniquely map changes in the rates of transcriptional steps to

changes in experimental measurements. Only nascent transcript

RNA FISH could distinguish changes in polymerase recruitment

rate from changes in burst initiation rate (using transcription site

intensity; Figures 1E and 1F). On the other hand, only Pol II ChIP-

seq could distinguish between changes in polymerase recruit-

ment and polymerase pause release rates (Figures 1D and 1E).

Therefore, combining the genomic resolution of bulk measure-

ments with single-cell transcriptional measures to reveal burst

kinetics was critical to determine which step of transcription

was changed by a biological perturbation.

Our results point primarily to burst initiation rate and polymer-

ase pause release rate as key regulated steps in response to the

various biological perturbations of our experiments. We note,

however, that polymerase recruitment is certainly a required

step of transcription. Indeed, polymerase recruitment rate was

rate limiting in the context of triptolide treatment. The finding

that polymerase recruitment rate is not typically altered by bio-

logical perturbations corresponds well to recent single-molecule

imaging studies of Pol II, in which the authors found that, even

when a gene was lowly transcribed, manymolecules of polymer-

ase clustered near its promoter (Cho et al., 2016; Cisse et al.,

2013). Because only one polymerase can bind a promoter at a

time (Shao and Zeitlinger, 2017; Gressel et al., 2017), it is

possible that polymerase recruitment typically occurs with a

very high rate in all conditions. It would be interesting in the future

to examine whether each gene has its own polymerase recruit-

ment rate and whether this is encoded by gene promoters.

Given that our study and others (Fukaya et al., 2016; Senecal

et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2018) show that control of transcrip-

tional bursting is a key aspect of gene regulation, it will be

essential to characterize its biochemical underpinnings. An

intriguing hypothesis with some experimental support is that

burst initiation is related to enhancer-promoter looping (Bart-

man et al., 2016; Fukaya et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018). Here,

we have shown for Hbb-b1 that increasing enhancer-promoter

contacts specifically increases burst initiation. It is possible

that the enhancer must contact a promoter before every burst

(Chen et al., 2018). Burst initiation could also be controlled by

other events, such as transcription factor binding or nucleo-

some remodeling. Recently, some have suggested that bursting

could be related to condensation or phase separation of tran-

scriptional proteins, and others may wish to investigate this

possibility (Hnisz et al., 2017; Cho et al., 2018). Ultimately, we
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Figure 6. Summary Schematic

The polymerase recruitment only occurs during bursts model is consistent with experimental data, in which we perturbed the rates of burst initiation and

polymerase pause release. The data were not consistent with the polymerase pause release only occurs during bursts model or the telegraph model.
believe that understanding the mechanistic basis of transcrip-

tional bursts will require the ability to perform more biochemical

assays in single cells.

Our experiments with BET inhibitor treatment show that BET

proteins can regulate both burst initiation rate and polymerase

pause release rate. Many papers in the literature have suggested

that a chief effect of BET inhibition was to inhibit polymerase

pause release, and we also found that this is a dominant effect

(Bartholomeeusen et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2005; Jang et al.,

2005; Winter et al., 2017). However, we also observed significant

effects of BET inhibitors on burst initiation rate. For example, BET

inhibition of Hbb-b1 only altered burst initiation rate and did not

change polymerase pause release rate (Figure 4). Thus, BET pro-

teins likely have multiple modes for modulating gene expression

(Shi and Vakoc, 2014; Belkina and Denis, 2012; Stonestrom

et al., 2016).

We concluded that burst initiation and polymerase pause

release were the key control points of transcription based on

analysis of a total of 16 genes, but the same stimulus led to
different magnitudes of response. Future studies examining

more genes may identify features of these genes, such as

enhancer or promoter characteristics, that predict this spectrum

of responses. The genes wemeasured includedmostly develop-

mentally regulated genes (e.g., Hbb-b1, Slc25a37, and Myc) as

well as widely expressed ‘‘housekeeping’’ genes (e.g., Pabpc1

andHnrnpl). Some studies have suggested that different classes

of genes might be preferentially regulated by different transcrip-

tional control points: for example, genes strongly regulated by

pause release rate are enriched for signal-responsive genes

(Guenther et al., 2007; Adelman and Lis, 2012). Measurement

of different classes of genes using our methodology may identify

such different modes of regulation.

Our study found that polymerase recruitment can only take

place during active transcriptional bursts, contrary to previous

speculation that polymerase could be recruited anytime and

then could undergo pause release during a burst (Shao and Zeit-

linger, 2017). Two lines of experimental evidence support this

conclusion. First, if bursts led to release of polymerase stuck at
Molecular Cell 73, 519–532, February 7, 2019 529



the pause site, Pol II traveling ratio would increase, but

increasing burst initiation rate with the looping factor did not in-

crease the Pol II traveling ratio (Figure 1F versus Figure 1B). Sec-

ond, the polymerase pause release only occurs during bursts

model predicts coordinated changes in the number of transcrip-

tion sites per cell and traveling ratio, but in multiple situations, we

observed only changes to number of transcription sites per cell

(Figures 1F, 2A, and 4A). This sequence of steps helps put find-

ings from other groups about the properties of polymerase

pause release into context. For example, in the polymerase

recruitment only occurs during bursts framework, a gene would

exhibit a long-lived pause (i.e., as measured in Henriques et al.,

2013) if that gene has a low pause release rate; in that case,

polymerase might bind during a burst but would be unlikely to

undergo pause release and would remain bound in the pro-

moter-proximal region until the burst terminates.

Our study more generally demonstrates the utility of a

model-based approach to identifying regulated transcriptional

steps. In particular, previous studies of the burst initiation

and termination phases have been largely phenomenological,

characterized primarily by observables like burst frequency

and transcription site intensity (Senecal et al., 2014; Dar

et al., 2012; Tantale et al., 2016; Octavio et al., 2009). It has,

however, proven difficult to discern any general rules or princi-

ples from these studies. Our study suggests that this may be

due to the fact that these experimental observables can be

convolved in counterintuitive ways; indeed, there is no reason

a priori to believe that such observables map one to one to

particular biological processes. For example, our study sug-

gests that transcription site intensity was not independently

regulated; rather, transcription sites per cell and transcription

site intensity were both altered when polymerase recruitment

or polymerase pause release are changed (Figure 1). By using

a model-based approach informed by a combination of data

types, we were instead able to interpret these observables in

terms of parameters of a simple model of transcription, thus

revealing a more consistent underlying picture over a variety

of perturbations.
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BEDTools Quinlan and Hall 2010 https://github.com/arq5x/bedtools2

MATLAB Mathworks https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html

R R core team https://www.R-project.org/

Rajlabimagetools Laboratory of Arjun Raj https://bitbucket.org/arjunrajlaboratory/rajlabimagetools/

wiki/Home

ggplot2 Hadley Wickham Wickham 2016

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

dplyr Hadley Wickham https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/dplyr/index.html

Fastqc Babraham Bioinformatics https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/

fastqc/

Samtools http://www.htslib.org/ Li et al., 2009

Models to predict changes in Pol II ChIP-seq

and nascent transcript RNA FISH

this paper https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ti5lfcn0e71p45i/

AAD64o4EM6v3_1Gw3_88XuBza?dl=0
CONTACT FOR REAGENTS AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Arjun Raj

(arjunrajlab@gmail.com).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

G1E cells were previously derived through deletion of GATA1 in mouse embryonic stem cells, followed by in vitro differentiation

(Weiss et al., 1997). We cultured a subline of G1E cells, G1E-ER4, in which GATA-1-ER was transduced by retrovirus (Weiss

et al., 1997). G1E-ER4 cells were grown in IMDM+15% FBS, penicillin/streptomycin, Kit ligand, monothioglycerol and epoetin alpha

in a standard tissue culture incubator at 37Cwith 5%CO2. G1E-ER4 cells were induced tomature by the addition of 100nM estradiol

to culture media.

For experiments examining the Slc25a37 enhancer region (Figure S5), control and 4 enhancer deletion G1E-ER4 cell lines created

previously were kindly provided by the Jian Xu lab (Huang et al., 2016). Cells were differentiated for 24 hours using estradiol and tran-

scription was measured by RNA FISH or ChIP-qPCR.

METHOD DETAILS

Cell culture drug treatments and infection
For differentiation experiments (Figures 2 and 3), cells were treated with estradiol for 4 or 13 hours as noted in the figure. For flavo-

piridol experiments (Figure 1D), the noted concentration of flavopiridol (either 10nM, 100nM, or 1uM) was added for 60 minutes to

cells differentiated for 24 hours. For triptolide experiments (Figures 1E and S1D), the noted concentration of flavopiridol (either

10nM, 100nM, 300nM, or 1uM) was added for 60 minutes to cells differentiated for 24 hours. For BET inhibition experiments (Figures

4 and 5), 250nM JQ1(Filippakopoulos et al., 2010) was added for 60 minutes to cells differentiated for 24 hours. For forced looping

experiments (Figure 1F), cells were infected with the MIGR-1 retrovirus(Pear et al., 1998) expressing only GFP or expressing mZF-SA

followed by an IRES element andGFP (Deng et al., 2012). Cells were infected, expanded for two days and sorted using a BD FacsAria

to purify GFP+ infected cells from control and mZF-SA samples, estradiol was added for 9 hours and transcription was measured by

RNA FISH or ChIP-qPCR. For DRB transcriptional blocking tomeasure nascent transcript RNA FISH half-life (Figure S1B), 75uMDRB

was added for 0, 10 or 60 minutes to cells differentiated for 24 hours. For experiments to measure the Pol II elongation rate (Fig-

ure S5A), 75uM DRB was added to cells differentiated 21 hours. After 3 hours (24 hours differentiation), DRB was removed by

washing and cells were fixed at 10-minute intervals after DRB removal.

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation
We performed ChIP as previously described (Letting et al., 2004), using the N-20 Pol II antibody (Santa Cruz sc899) (Note that as of

October 2018, this antibody is no longer available; a suitable substitute may be Cell Signaling #14958.) G1E-ER4 cells (10 million per

sample) were fixed in 1% formaldehyde in PBS at room temperature with agitation for 10 min, then quenched with 1M glycine for

5 min. Fixed cells were resuspended in 1mL Cell Lysis Buffer (10mM Tris pH 8, 10mM NaCl, 0.2% NP-40/Igepal) prepared fresh

with protease inhibitors (Sigma P8340) and 1mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) and incubated on ice for 10 min. Nuclei

were pelleted and resuspended in 1mL Nuclear Lysis Buffer (50mM Tris pH 8, 10mM EDTA, 1% SDS, pre- pared fresh with protease

inhibitors and PMSF), and incubated on ice for 20min. Sampleswere then diluted with 0.6mL IPDilution Buffer (20mMTris pH 8, 2mM

EDTA, 150mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 0.01% SDS, prepared fresh with protease inhibitors and PMSF), and sonicated at 4C for

45 min. After sonication, samples were spun at 20,000xg for 5 min at 4C to remove debris and added to preclearing reactions con-

taining 4.2mL IP Dilution Buffer, protein A/G agarose beads (agarose beads slurry was prepared by mixing Protein A (ThermoFisher

15918014) and Protein G (ThermoFisher 15920010) agarose beads at 1:1 ratio) and 50ug of isotope-matched IgG. Samples were

precleared for 24 hr. Prior to setting up immunoprecipitation (‘‘IP’’) reactions, 200ul of precleared chromatin was removed as ‘‘Input.’’

To set up IP reactions, precleared chromatin was added to protein A/G beads pre-bound with antibody and rotated overnight at 4C.

Beads were washed once with IP Wash 1 (20mM Tris pH 8, 2mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS), twice with High
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Salt Buffer (20 mMTris pH 8, 2mMEDTA, 500mMNaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 0.01%SDS), once with IPWash Buffer 2 (10 mMTris pH 8,

1mM EDTA, 0.25 M LiCl, 1% NP-40/Igepal, 1% sodium deoxycholate), and twice with TE (10mM Tris pH 8, 1mM EDTA pH 8). All

washes were performed on ice. Following the final wash, beads were moved to room temperature and eluted twice with 100ul of

Elution Buffer (100mM NaHCO3, 1%SDS, prepared fresh) for a final eluate volume of 200ul. The following were added to each IP

and input sample: 12ul of 5M NaCl, 2ul RNaseA (10mg/ml, 10109169001 BMB) and samples were incubated at 65C for R 1 hr.

3ul of proteinase K (20mg/ml, 3115879 BMB) was added and samples were incubated at 65C overnight. Following overnight incu-

bation, 10ul of 3M sodium acetate pH 5.2 was added to each sample and DNA was purified using the QIAquick PCR Purification kit

(QIAGEN 28106) per the manufacturer’s instructions.

For ChIP-sequencing, library construction was performed using Illumina’s TruSeq ChIP sample preparation kit (Illumina, catalog

no. IP-202-1012) according to manufacturer’s specifications with the addition of a size selection using SPRIselect beads (Beckman

Coulter, catalog no. B23318) prior to PCR amplification. Library size was determined (average�340 bp) using the Agilent Bioanalyzer

2100, followed by quantitation using real-time PCR using the KAPA Library Quant Kit for Illumina (KAPA Biosystems catalog no.

KK4835). Libraries were then pooled and sequenced on the Illumina NextSeq 500 using Illumina sequencing reagents according

to manufacturer’s instructions.

Single-molecule RNA FISH imaging
We performed single-molecule RNA FISH as described previously (Raj et al., 2006; Femino et al., 1998). All probes used were com-

plementary to intronsof geneof interest (except the exon-targetedprobemeasuresofmRNAshown in FiguresS1AandS5C). All intron

probes were approximately evenly spaced along length of RNA (except the transcriptional elongation rate measurements in Fig-

ure S5A, in which probes were placed at 50 or 30 end of Zfpm1). Sequences of all probes used are listed in Table S1. Briefly, we fixed

cells in 1.85% formaldehyde for 10min at room temperature, and stored them in 70%ethanol at 4�Cuntil imaging.Wehybridizedpools

of FISH probes to samples, followed by DAPI staining and wash steps performed in suspension. Samples were cytospun onto slides

for imaging on a Nikon Ti-E inverted fluorescence microscope using a 100x Plan-Apo objective (numerical aperture of 1.43), a cooled

CCD camera (Pixis 1024B from Princeton Instruments), and filter sets SP102v1 (Chroma), SP104v2 (Chroma), and 31000v2 (Chroma)

for Cy3, Cy5, and DAPI, respectively. Custom filter (Omega) was used for Alexa594. We took 45 optical z sections at intervals of

0.35 microns, spanning the vertical extent of cells, with 1 s exposure time for Cy3, Cy5, and Alexa594, and 35ms for DAPI.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

ChIP-sequencing analysis
All Pol II ChIP-seq data was generated for this study, except the 0 and 13h G1E-ER4 differentiation (Figures 2 and 3), which was from

(Hsiung et al., 2016). We used bcl2fastq2 to convert and demultiplex the reads. We also applied fastQC to get read stats, Bowtie

(0.12.8)(Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) to map reads to the mm9 genome (multiple and unique mappings), Samtools(Li et al.,

2009) to convert SAM to BAM and get stats, MACS (1.3.7.1) (Feng et al., 2012) tomake wiggle files, and usedwigToBigWig to convert

wiggle files to bigWig files.

We then performed bigWigAverageOverBed (Quinlan and Hall, 2010) to find Pol II binding signal at transcription start site (TSS)

region (750 bp upstream of transcription start site to 750 bp downstream), and transcription end site (TES) region (transcription

end site to 1500 bp downstream of transcription end site), and calculated the Pol II traveling ratio for TES/TSS Pol II signal. (In Fig-

ure S1F, we instead calculated the Pol II traveling ratio by (gene body)/TSS, where gene body included 750 bp downstream of TSS to

1500 bp downstream of TSS.) We displayed data from only the genes with detectable Pol II binding in all regions in all experimental

conditions, so that we could avoid examining genes that aren’t transcribed in one condition, by setting arbitrary cutoff values on the

bigWigAverageOverBed results, and results were robust to changes in cutoff. To display Pol II ChIP-seq tracks in figures (e.g., Fig-

ure 1D), we displayed tracks normalized by number of aligned reads per sample.

For analysis of promoter DNase hypersensitivity (Figure S4D), data was taken from (Hsiung et al., 2015). DNase promoter sensitivity

was determined using bigWigAverageOverBed in the TSS region (750 bp upstream to 750 bp downstream of TSS).

For analysis of promoter H3K27ac density (Figure S5B), data was taken from (Hsiung et al., 2016). DNase promoter sensitivity was

determined using bigWigAverageOverBed in the TSS region (750 bp upstream to 750 bp downstreamof TSS). This same dataset was

used for the H3K27ac track displayed in Figure S5C.

For perturbations in which only one gene was expected to change, forced enhancer-promoter looping (Figure 1F) and Slc25a37

enhancer deletion (Figure S5E), ChIP-qPCR was used to measure traveling ratio changes rather than ChIP-sequencing. ChIP-

qPCR was performed using Power SYBR Green master mix (Thermo Fisher #4367660). Primers were placed at the beginning and

end of Hbb-b1 and Slc25a37 respectively, and the ratio of TES-proximal to TSS-proximal promoter signal were used as traveling

ratio, after normalizing to ChIP input. Primer sequences are listed in Table S2.

Image Analysis
We manually segmented boundaries of cells from bright field images and localized RNA spots using custom software written in

MATLAB (Raj et al., 2010), with subsequent analyses performed in R. Transcription sites were identified by bright nuclear intron spots.

Fluorescence intensities of transcription sites were determined by 2D Gaussian fitting on processed image data.
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Mathematical modeling
Mathematical models were constructed and simulations were performed in MATLAB using Gillespie’s stochastic simulation algo-

rithm (Gillespie 1976). For the ‘‘polymerase recruitment only occurs during bursts’’ model, genes could be in three states (closed,

open, polymerase bound). A gene in the closed (off, non-burst initiated) state transitions to the open (bursting) state at the burst

initiation rate, while a gene in the open state can have polymerase bind the promoter with the polymerase recruitment rate. Once

a polymerase is bound, that polymerase can be released to elongation with the rate of polymerase release from pausing, and the

promoter thus returns to the open and unbound state. Only one polymerase was permitted to be in the promoter-proximal region

of a gene copy at one time (Shao and Zeitlinger, 2017; Gressel et al., 2017). From either the open unbound or open polymerase bound

state, the gene can transition to the off state with the rate of burst termination.We varied each of these rates through a 1000 fold range

of values (as shown in Figure S3E). Other model variations (‘‘polymerase pause release only occurs during bursts,’’ telegraph,

‘recruitment-release’, ‘polymerase recruitment only occurs during bursts with refractory period’, and ‘polymerase recruitment

only occurs during bursts with possibility of termination from pause release site’) had different transition possibilities dictated by

the frameworks displayed in Figures S2 and S3.

For every set of rates in a given model, we simulated 1000 gene copies, which were allowed to proceed through 2000 changes in

state. We recorded the state of each gene copy at 1500 time intervals. The simulation equilibrated away from the initial condition

(every gene copy started in the ‘off’ state) for every property within this time window, typically after �100-200 time steps, and the

value at which it converged was used for the following analyses. Each time a gene underwent the pause release (or RNA production)

step, we allowed that polymerase to produce 1 RNA and elongate along the gene body for a short, fixed amount of time, and then for

the polymerase to fall off the gene body and the nascent RNA to no longer be detected by RNA FISH. We then used the above in-

formation to calculate: transcription sites per cell (proportion of gene copies with at least 1 polymerase elongating in the gene body at

a given time); transcription site intensity (average number of elongating polymerases on one gene for gene copies with at least 1 po-

lymerase elongating in the gene body at a given time), polymerase recruitment signal at promoter (proportion of gene copies in the

pol2 bound state), polymerase recruitment signal at gene body (average number of Pol molecules in the gene body). We calculated

Pol II traveling ratio as gene body polymerase signal divided by promoter polymerase signal. (Note that none of these measures rely

on identifying the beginning and end of a ‘burst’: if bursts are frequent enough, they will run together, leading to all gene copies being

transcribed (maximum of 2 gene copies per cell) and leading to increased transcription site intensity).

Figure generation, plotting and graphics
We used R packages dplyr and ggplot2(Wickham 2016) to produce nearly all figures, followed by cosmetic adjustments in Adobe

Illustrator. All code to perform modeling, data analysis and figure generation is available in Dropbox (https://www.dropbox.com/

sh/ti5lfcn0e71p45i/AAD64o4EM6v3_1Gw3_88XuBza?dl=0).

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Nascent transcript RNA FISH data was analyzed using a custom pipeline available at http://bitbucket.org/arjunrajlaboratory/

rajlabimagetools/wiki. Quantification of nascent transcript RNA FISH data is available at (https://www.dropbox.com/sh/

ti5lfcn0e71p45i/AAD64o4EM6v3_1Gw3_88XuBza?dl=0).

Simulations to predict changes in Pol II ChIP-seq and nascent transcript RNA FISH given a set of regulated steps of transcription

(as in Figures 1A, 1B, and S3) are available at https://www.dropbox.com/sh/eik9abis3abfmx9/AADJRhC-3cy-Ym2_sff1cmtXa?dl=0.

Pol II ChIP-seq data generated for this publication are available at GEO: GSE121706. Pol II ChIP-seq data and H3K27ac ChIP-seq

data generated in (Hsiung et al., 2016) are available at GEO: GSE83293. DNase-seq data generated in (Hsiung et al., 2015) are avail-

able at GEO: GSE83293.
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Supplementary Figure 1 (related to Figure 1):
A. G1E-ER4 cells transcribe in bursts: cells not currently transcribing still have mRNA for Slc25a37, and transcription sites on average
have transcribed more than 1 RNA (as measured by normalizing fluorescence intensity of transcription sites to mRNA intensity.
B. Active-transcribing fraction in response to 75uM DRB, measuring half-life of transcription sites (n=3 biological replicates per gene).
C. Characteristics of genes displayed in traveling ratio analysis in Figures 1D-E: genes are not shorter than average, but do tend to have more
Pol II occupancy in the untreated setting, so moderate drug dose does not fully block transcription (n=3 biological replicates).
D. Dose titration of triptolide using nascent transcript RNA FISH: 300nM reduced transcription sites per cell and transcription site intensity 
somewhat but not completely (n=3 biological replicates).
E. Numbers of cells counted per experimental condition per replicate for all FISH experiments in the paper (total= 327 gene-replicates performed,
43790 cells examined).
F. Using gene body instead of 3’ end to calculate traveling ratio does not alter biological conclusions: traveling ratios from 1D-F
right-side panels recalculated using whole gene body. 
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Supplementary Figure 2 (related to Figure 1):
A.Structure and quantitative predictions of the polymerase recruitment only occurs during bursts and the polymerase pause release only occurs during
bursts models. Rate parameters not labeled as changing in each graph held at the values of burst initiation rate=1, burst termination rate=3,
polymerase recruitment rate= 100, polymerase pause release rate=30. These trends are representative of all parameter values.
B. Model predictions for all parameter values for polymerase recruitment only occurs during bursts model. 
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Figure 3

Supplementary Figure 3 (related to Figure 1):
A. Predictions of telegraph model for RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-seq are not consistent with experimental data.
B. Predictions of recruitment-release model without bursting for RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-seq are not consistent with experimental data.
C. Predictions of polymerase recruitment only occurs during bursts model with refractory period are consistent with experimental data, and could suggest 
that rate of escape from refractory period is a regulated rate.
D. Predictions of polymerase recruitment only occurs during bursts model with possibility of termination from pause site are consistent with experimental 
data, but adding this possibility gives the same predictions as the polymerase recruitment only occurs during bursts model.
E. Parameter values tested for each rate in each model. Each combination of parameters was tested, for example recruitment-release model,
2 steps, 7 values each= 7^2=49 different simulations.
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Figure 4
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Supplementary Figure 4 (related to Figure 3):
A. Effect of changing individual rates on the relationship between transcription site intensity and Pol II traveling ratio, including burst termination rate.
B. Effect of changing termination, initiation and pause release rates simultaneously on the relationship between transcription site intensity 
and Pol II traveling ratio.
C. Predicted effect of holding polymerase recruitment rate, or burst termination rate, constant at different levels on the relationship between
 nascent RNA intensity and traveling ratio when both polymerase pause release rate and burst initiation rate are changed.
D. Change in promoter DNase sensitivity during erythroid differentiation does not predict changes in transcription.
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Figure 5
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Supplementary Figure 5 (related to Figures 4 and 5):
A. BET inhibitor treatment does not change elongation rate for Zfpm1, as measured by nascent transcript RNA FISH measurements 
at 5’ and 3’ ends of gene at timepoints after release of DRB transcriptional block.
B. Promoter H3K27ac density in untreated cells predicts change in transcription sites per cell but not other measures
 in response to BET inhibitor treatment. 
C.  Schematic of Slc25a37 locus with labeled enhancer segments.
D. Slc25a37 mRNA counts measured by RNA FISH in unmutated or enhancer-mutant G1E-ER4 cells differentiated for 24 hours
(n=3 biological replicates of exon RNA FISH).
E. Effects of Slc25a37 enhancer mutation on transcription site intensity and Pol II traveling ratio of Slc25a37 
(n=3 biological replicates each of nascent transcript RNA FISH and Pol II ChIP-qPCR).
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Supplementary Figure 6
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Supplementary Figure 6 (related to Figure 1):
A. Distributions of transcription site intensities predicted by the polymerase recruitment only occurs during bursts model.
B. Distributions of transcription site intensities in cells treated with 100nM flavopiridol (n=3 biological replicates pooled). 
C. Distributions of transcription site intensities in cells treated with 300nM triptolide (n=3 biological replicates pooled). 
D. Distributions of transcription site intensities in cells expressing looping factor (n=3 biological replicates pooled).
E.  Representative Pol II ChIP-seq tracks from G1E-ER4 cells treated with flavopiridol. Pol II traveling ratio for these experiments 
quantified in Figure 1D. 
F.  Representative Pol II ChIP-seq tracks from G1E-ER4 cells treated with triptolide. Pol II traveling ratio for these experiments 
quantified in Figure 1E.  
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Table S2, related to STAR Methods. 
Primer name Sequence 
Hbbb1_TSS_F CAGGGAGAAATATGCTTGTCATCA 
Hbbb1_TSS_R GTGAGCAGATTGGCCCTTACC 
Hbbb1_TES_F GCCCTGGCTCACAAGTACCA 
Hbbb1_TES_R TTCACAGGCAAGAGCAGGAA 
Slc25a37_TSS_F TGGTCGGTAGGTTCTCGTAGTC 
Slc25a37_TSS_R GAGGATGGATGGGGACTG 
Slc25a37_TES_F CCAGCGTTCTCAAAGCAAAC 
Slc25a37_TES_R TATCACAGCCAAAGCCAGAG 
CD4_F (negative control) CCAGAACATTCCGGCACATT 
CD4_R (negative control) GGTAAGAGGGACGTGTTCAACTTT 
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